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Comm-nnications in the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovakia
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The Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic ((�JD SR) as the state authority
vides information related to its competenc,

pro e, namely information on safety peration of

nuclear installations, independently ftom nuclear operators and it enables the public and

media to examine information on nuclear facilities. The important aspect is proving that the

nuclear energy in the Slovak Republic is due to obligatory rules acceptable and its operation is

regulated by the State through the independent institution - OJD SR.

fJJD SR considers the whole area of public relations as essential component of its activity.

OD SR intends to serve the public true, systematic, qualified, understandable ad

independent information regarding nuclear safety of nuclear power plants, as we as

regarding methods and results of WD SR work. Communication on reactor incidents or more

broadly on operational events at nuclear power plants represents a substantial part of public

information- Generally, public information is considered as significant ontribution to

creation of confidence 'to the regulatory work.

A communication programme must be tested in practice. Our communication programme

is regularly evaluated in emergency exercises held at the D R- Inviting to

participate in or observe the exercises has intensified this, or by having staff members

simulate the mass media and the public.

The communication means, tools and channels developed and enhanced during the recent

years has increased the D SR's functional capability to carry out its nformation policy.

However, communication cannot achieve its goals unless the receiver is willing to accept the

message. If the receiver is suspicious about the sender's intentions, good communication is

almost impossible. Maintaining the trust with the media and the public as well as increasing

radiation and nuclear safety knowledge in the society is therefore essential.

AU D SR communication and information activities presented herein aim to creation of

public confidence, favourable LJJD SR image at home as well as abroad.
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